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Abstract: The evaluation of ductile cast iron is common foundry practice. For the correct non-destructive 

evaluation (NDE) of mechanical properties (ultimate tensile strength; relative lengthening; Brinell’s hardness; elasticity 

modulus) by means ultrasonic testing and inverse regression analysis are used.  
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1. Introduction 

The ultrasonic testing of the mechanical properties 

of ductile cast iron [1,2,3] is a common practice in M+C 

HYDRAULIC.  

There are methods of regression analysis are used. 

In literature there are dependencies between the structural 

characteristics of the cast iron  GNPF ;;  and its mechanical 

properties  HBRNE mG ;;;; , where  GNPF ;;  are 

appropriate F,% - quantity of ferrite and P,% - quantity of 

perlite in the metal matrix, GN ,% - nodular graphite contain; 

mR - ultimate tensile strength; 5A - relative elongation; HB – 

Brinell’s hardness;  ;E  - elasticity modulus. The 

following dependencies are considered [4-11] 
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where  TL VV ;  are velocities of longitudinal and transversal 

ultrasonic waves [8,11]. The coefficients in (2)-(5) 
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510 ;;;;;;;; hhMaAA  are subject to 

determination and depend on the casting technology and the 

type of graphite in the casting. The dependencies (2) to (5) 

are regressions models from type 

(6)     5;; ARN mG
=  HBVF L;  

In regression analysis [12] the basic principle is "

 GPF ;;  defines by  HBARN mG ;;; 5
”, where  GNPF ;;  - 

microstructure characteristics of,  HBARN mG ;;; 5
 - 

mechanical properties for ductile cast iron. In this sense, 

dependencies (2) to (5) are incorrectly. The correct approach 

is  

(7)      HBARNV mGL ;;; 5 ,  
where   LVGPF ;; . In this article the models with one 

predictor  HBARNX mG ;;; 5  and order n are 

considered [12] 
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The condition for choice, at X = 1, of order m, is 

max2 R , where 
2R  is coefficient of determination.  

Table 1. 

m 2R  

1m  )1(22  mRR  

2m    22 .10.105.1)2( RmR   

5,4,3m  22 ).13.106.1()5,4,3( RmR   

6m  The regression matrix is  

badly determined. 

If 1m , then the values of 
2R are relatively low. If 2m

, then the values of 
2R  are rises with  105~  %.  If 

5;4;3m , then the values of 
2R  are rises  31~  %  and 

efforts to calculate it are not justified. If 6m , then the 

regression matrix is badly determined and calculations are 

not made.  

Therefore, the optimal choice of the model (8) is 

one predictor  HBARNX mG ;;; 5 , and model order 

m = 2. 
 

2. Relations for ductile cast iron  

 

2.1. Deterministic dependencies  

In the theory of elasticity [10,11] is obtained (9)     
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where the elasticity modulus ;E  respectively are Young’s 

modulus and Poison’s coefficient, density of ductile cast iron 

- 
3/, mkg . The deterministic dependence (9) is reduced to 
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For most ductile cast iron, the reference values for   are

)28.023.0(  . In fact, for ductile cast iron, Poisson's 

coefficient changes to a very narrow boundary. By means 
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reference values  25.0)( med , 3/31.7 mkg , M = 

6.092 is obtain. Therefore, the dependence (10) is reduced to  

(11)     
2.6 LVE  . 

 

2.2. Stochastic dependencies 

According the experimental data, for ductile cast 

iron, from M+C HYDRAULIC a polynomial models of (8) 

are considered 

(12)     
K

K

KL XV 
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 , 

where  HBARNX mG ;;; 5 ,  210 ;;   subject to 

determination. It are direct regression problems.  

The inverse regression problems are determine the 

confidence intervals  RL XX ; , when 
LV is measured. The 

equations for  RL XX ;  are [12] 

(13)      0,  LRL VX ,  

where 
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of measures – n , SnSXX ).1(   ,  XSt ,,. , by means Excel, 

MS Office are obtain.  

The equations (13) are non-linear regarding RLX ;  

and solved by the Newton’s method using a ZEROIN 

algorithm [11], on-line C ++ compiler, at a specified root 

spacing. The ZEROIN algorithm is resistant and fast 

approaching. 

 

3. Equipment 
 Image Analyzer Buehler Omnimet, Digital 

Ultrasonic Flaw Detector Sitescan 150S, Tensile machine 

Testometric F300, Hardness tester ТШ- 2М. 

 

4. Experiment 
Ten samples were made with varying percentages 

and graphite morphology and mechanical properties. They 

were determined for them  HBARN mG ;;; 5  and 

 TL VV ; . Morphology of graphite  GN  was determined 

with a Buehler Omnimet image analyzer at an 8x image 

magnification. The mechanical properties  HBARm ;; 5  are 

determined by mechanical testing. The velocities  TL VV ; , 

Fig.1. , according ASTM E 494:2015 are calculated. 

. 

Piezo plate with X – cut 

for longitudinal waves 

with velocity 
LV

 (a) 

Piezo plate with Y – cut  

for transversal waves 

with velocity TV

 (b) 

Fig.1. Ultrasonic L-waves (a) and T-waves (b) 

.   

 

5. Inverse regression tasks 

  

5.1, Polynomial models 

 

According the experimental data, for ductile cast 

iron, confidence intervals  RL XX ; , are obtained. 

. 

  
Fig.2.  smVyNx LG /,,%;   

.  

Fig.3.  2/,,%; mmkgfHByNx G   

.  
Fig.4. ( smVyMPaRx Lm /,;,  ) 

. 

 
 Fig.5. ( sVyAx L /;.%;5  ) 

. 
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       Fig. 6. ( smVymmkgfHBx L /.;/, 2  ) 

5.2. Hybrid models 
 

The introduction of hybrid models in the regression 

analysis is based on the following assumption. Factor 

combinations depend on one predictor [4-11]. For example 

5);( AHBVF L   and mL RHBV  );( . Such an 

approach is expected R
2
 will rise. On Fig. 7. and Fig. 8. 

specific dependencies are given. 

. 

 

 Fig. 7. (   3/42

5 /.6,%; HBVyAx L  

. 

 

Fig.8. ( HBVyMPaRx Lm ..6;, 2 ) 

 

6. Results  

For data from M+C HIDRAULIC Plc the   results 

of inverse regression analysis in Tables 2 - 8. are given. 

When comparing the results of (Fig.2.) and (Fig.3.), it 

appears that using the model from (Fig.2.) has less scattering 

gives a little narrower boundaries evaluation of NG , %. In 

this sense, the use of the model from (Fig.2.) is slightly better 

than the model from (Fig.3.).  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. 

A / Polynomial models 

95% probability confidence intervals,  

 TL VV ;  for NDE of 

NG ,% by 
LV ,m/s and by HB ,kgf/mm

2
  

Rm, MPa, 5A , %, HB, kgf/mm
2
  by 

LV ,m/s 

- Characteristics 

of ductile cast iron 
 LX   RX  

Fig.2. NG )( LV   ~ 64 ~ 81 

Fig.3. NG  (HB) ~ 65  ~ 80 

Fig.4. Rm )( LV   ~ 470  ~560 

Fig.5. A5 )( LV   ~ 3.6  ~ 4.4 

Fig.6. HB )( LV    ~ 175  ~ 213 

Median values are LV , m/s =5850; HB,kgf/mm
2
=194. 

Table 4.  

В / Hybrid models 

95% probability confidence intervals,  

 TL VV ;  for NDE of 

5A % , Rm, MPa  by 
LV( ,m/s; HB ,kgf/mm

2) 

- Characteristics 

of ductile cast iron 
 LX   RX  

Fig.7. A5 );( HBVL
  ~ 3.8  ~ 4.1 

Fig.8. Rm );( HBVL
  ~ 465  ~ 595 

Median values are LV , m/s =5850; HB,kgf/mm
2
=194. 

 

7. Conclusion 
The paper examined the possibilities and 

constructed correct models for assessing the degree of ductile 

iron spheronization and mechanical properties  

by measuring the velocity of propagation of longitudinal 

ultrasonic waves and Brinell hardness. The numerical values 

of the coefficients of the models were obtained as well as the 

coefficients for their determination. For this purpose, the 

respective inverse regression tasks are solved. 
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